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Vintage Distressed Card 
SeSeSeSet(s):t(s):t(s):t(s):   Bells & Boughs, Christmas Collage (#121279) 
 
Accessories:  Accessories:  Accessories:  Accessories:   
5 ½ x 8 ½  Cherry Cobbler cardstock 
4 x 5 ¼ Very Vanilla cardstock (for the card front) 
3 x 3 inch Very Vanilla (for bells stamp) 
12 x 2 inch Very Vanilla strip (for cutting snowflakes) 
Black StazOn (#101406) 
Stampin’ Write Markers:  Cherry Cobbler, So Saffron, Baja Breeze, Sahara Sand 
    Certainly Celery, Old Olive 
Cutter Kit (#106958) 
Distressing Essentials (#118762), sponge daubers 
Smooch Spritz Vanilla Shimmer (#118772) 
1 3/4 Extra Large Circle (#119850) 
Liquid Glue (#110755), Champagne Glitter (#120997) 
Sizzix Snowflake Decorative Strip (#120901) 
Sizzix Big Shot, Decorative Strip Spacer Platform #113477 
Decorative Strip cutting pads (#113479) 
Basic Rhinestone “Jewels” (#119246)  
Dimensionals 
 

Step-by-Step photo instruction: 
 

 
 

Ink the background stamp in Black StazOn and 
transfer the image to the Vanilla card quarter 

 

 
 

Stamp the Christmas Greeting in black in the 
blank ‘label’ area 

 
 

Color in the images with the markers, outline 
areas in Sahara Sand 

 

 
 

Use the cutter kit around the edges to distress 
them 
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Use the emery board provided with the kit to 
further distress the edges 

 

 
 

Use the sponge daubers and distressing inks 
directly to the card 

 

 
 

Take the card front to the cardboard ‘Color 
Catcher’ and spritz with Vanilla shimmer spray 

      
 

Take the glue (fine tip) and outline the circular 
area with ‘25’ in it 

 
 

Dust the glue with glitter and tap off into the 
tray provided 

 

 
 

Stamp the bells in black on the small vanilla 
cardstock provided 

 

 
 

Color in the bells with the markers provided.  
Outline with Sahara Sand 

 

 
 

Using the 1 ¾ inch jumbo circle punch, punch 
out the bells  

 

 
 

Put three Dimensionals on the back of the  
punched piece 

 

 
 

Adhere the bells as shown inside the circular 
area (over the ’25) 

 

 
 

Adhere the stamped image to the front of the 
Cherry cardstock (folded in half) 

 

 
 

Viola 

 


